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Dedication
Dedication of this book goes to the eloquent, beautiful, loving, caring, and compassionate
mother of mine, Ethel Bernice Reeves. The mental and spiritual ability to create this book
comes from mother’s loving presence and teachings throughout my life. She taught me
numerous survival techniques in this fallen world. Unfortunately, cancer took her life at
the young age of 58. However, her spirit lives on forever in our hearts and minds. She is
with the Lord now and is safe eternally.
I have taken all of the great things that she has taught me and will share her remarkable
teachings with the world. Without mother, this book would not be possible to write. Thank
you mother for keeping all your children and friends strong throughout our lives; we will
always love you.
In addition, I would like to dedicate this book to my three children and grandson; Larry Jr.,
Stephen, Nefertiti, and Jordan. Always remember to do your best, and no matter how hard
life can get, never give up.
To all of the friends and many supporters, thank you sincerely. Without your love, respect
and support, this book would not be possible. Many people have helped with this book
and your input and comments were extremely helpful. In addition, I should thank all of
the doubters and negative people that did not believe in this book or the project. It has
allowed me to see what God can do with a broken man.
Despite all the hard trials and test, God has always been very close by. Forever, I will be
grateful to God. Thank you for loving and teaching me beyond the perceptions and
expectations of man. You have given mercy beyond the dissenters and judgment from
people throughout my life.
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Foreword
Life can do a number

on the most seasoned Christians. Life can test your faith on
a daily basis. Within this book, you will find a vast amount of short poems and writings
of Spiritual information. This information is to fortify your faith, belief, and understanding
of problems that we all face in life.
This book will teach you how to have patience, and understand that all things work
for good for those that love God. It is imperative that during the process in which we are
tested we continue to be strong. With faith and understanding, we are able to overcome
situations that will make others break. If we are true believers, we must always trust God
even when our eyes cannot see nor understand the issues at hand.
I trust that this book will be a constant companion to refer back to throughout your
struggles and challenges in life. I am thankful to be able to share this spiritual informa tio n
with you because God has shared the information with me. Without God, there would be
nothing for me to tell or share with you. Come on a journey in search of wisdom,
understanding, and an ever-increasing faith in the Word that God has given to us. Let us
get started.
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About The Author
Larry Reeves was born in Boston, Massachusetts on April 16th of 1974. His Mother was
Ethel Bernice Reeves and Father was Larry Sr. He grew up in the inner city with his 3
sisters and younger brother. Larry faced many challenges in many areas of his life at an
early age. Larry's neighborhood was rampant with crime and violence. Larry learned how
to stand up and fight back against the many forces that tried to destroy him. Most
importantly, Larry’s mother taught him how to develop a relationship with God and how
to pray.
While Larry was in elementary school, the teacher retained Larry after school and called
him a class clown. He repeated the second grade. This had a profound effect on his attitude
toward school. When he was in the fifth grade, he attained the honor roll for each semester
of school. This motivated Larry and he learned that the right teacher could help you get to
the next level. After the sixth grade graduation, he went to another school, and was in the
seventh grade. Unfortunately, he faced retention again in the seventh grade. At that time,
Larry lost his interest in school. Therefore, he dropped out.
At the age of 15, Larry was on the wrong road in life. He was arrested and placed in a
juvenile detention home, for selling drugs. While there, he learned that he had to change
his attitude and perception about life. At this home, Larry learned that he did not like being
detained. However, God used all the trials in his life to make a change for the future. While
in the detention center, Larry met a young man who was in the juvenile detention center
with him. He was disabled and suffered from mental illness. However, he was extremely
intelligent on various issues, topics and subjects. He inspired Larry to become educated
and take school, studying, and education seriously.
When Larry was in the juvenile detention he got on his knees and prayed to God. He said,
"Lord if you ever get me out of here I will never come back.” Then Larry developed a
thirst for knowledge and education. He began by reading various types of books. He also
started learning multiple subjects and seeking knowledge and understanding. The more he
read, the more God increased his knowledge in many areas of his life. Larry cherishes his
relationship with God, and He will never forget God’s presence in his life. God turned all
the bad things into blessings because of his love, mercy, grace, and purpose for his life.
At the age of 18, Larry realized how important it was to have a GED or High School
Diploma. Therefore, he enrolled at Roxbury Community College to attain his GED. Larry
received his GED on his first try. From there, Larry enrolled in correspondence courses of
varying subjects. He was able to learn more on his own by reading and studying at home
without pressure from the environment or the pressure from the teacher. He learned many
subjects including Law, Business, Electronics, Taxes, Computers and many other subjects.
Larry realized that God’s protection love and mercy is better than the strongest man or the
best fighting technique. Larry’s older sisters helped him, along with some of his uncles.
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Larry’s relationship with his father has always been strained and hurtful. Larry felt
abandoned, unloved, and felt that he was more of a burden on his father than a
blessing. This emotional discourse has affected Larry for his entire life until his Aneuris m.
When Larry almost died several times from health problems, he discovered it was time to
find the purpose for His life. He learned that even when you do not have a father present
and your loving mother has passed away, God is always there. He learned that when your
brothers and sisters do not care or respect you, God is always there. These have been some
of the toughest but most beneficial challenges to Larry’s life. Through growing and
understanding, Larry was able to take the troubles of his life and turn it into a
testimony. Larry was always a very intelligent young man but struggled in life.
However, God gave Larry a spiritual gift of discernment and a clear vision of how to
accomplish things. God’s love, mercy, and favor have been on Larry since he was in his
mother’s womb. Larry is dedicated to giving back to God his life force. He remembered
to show appreciation and thanks for God’s amazing love. After Larry almost died several
times in one year, he wanted to create a free website that would inspire motivate encourage
and inspire God’s children.
Through his struggles and test by God, he has matured spiritually. It has given him a
strategy for encouraging people through words. Now they are available for the world to
see at www.inspirationsbylarry.com. God is good no matter what you see or feel. His love
and mercy is amazing. He is always on time. Larry and his father do not speak.
Nonetheless, Larry has learned important factors in life. We must have love, respect, and
acknowledgement of the true God. Everything after that is secondary. We must love God
when people do not care for us. God is love. That is the best feeling a human can ever
experience.

Special Thanks
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First, we would like to thank God to be able to share this great information to the people.
In addition, primarily I would like to thank my Mother Ethel Bernice Reeves, Ara
Lacanglacang, D’Anthony Jonzun, Ignacio Brown, Cassandra Reeves Davis, Kristina
Reeves Barber, Maurice Brown, Chyna Chester, Ella Reeves, Dychell Reeves, Jermaine
Reeves, Amara Reeves, Jacqueline and Lizzy Reeves and the entire Reeves Family, Calvin,
and Elvin Johnson. Mary Kistler, Clyde Bo Nesbit, Kelley Cash, Rob, Vivian, Teddy
Calero, Dr William Kuhn, Pat Pierscinski, Pastor Gene Dolash, Deltona Alliance Church
- Deltona, Florida Deltona Christian Church, Pine Ridge Fellowship Church - Deltona,
Florida, Morning Baptist Church - Mattapan, Massachusetts, Carlos and family, Dale
Ramsey, Tony Rambert, Dr. James Bentley, Bob Gray. To all my wonderful nieces and
nephews, Tai Speller Reeves, Solomon Reeves Davis, Michael Reeves, Jon-Jordan Reeves
Davis, Cheyenne King-Cannon, Stephen Reeves Jr, Christian Reeves, Jaden Reeves
Barber, Noah Reeves, Jasmine Brown, God bless you all. Remember to do your best in all
your tasks and tests in life.
The list might appear small. However, all of the individuals mentioned have played an
instrumental role in preserving my life. Ultimately, God gets the glory and praise for
sparing our lives. Nevertheless, He used many individuals to show me that He cares.
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God Knows What He Is Doing
God knows what he is doing. As humans, we ask the question of ‘why’ over and over
again. However, I am here to let you know that God knows what he is doing in his
children’s lives. He has created everything with a masterful plan. He has given us
dominion over the animals and earth with its entire splendor. He has also given us the
choice of thought whereas we could choose life or death. Therefore, we really should be
asking ourselves all the questions. Such as, why is man so stubborn and evil? Man is not
God, and God is not a man. We have dominion but we do not have total control.

God looks past the flaws of man, and looks into the heart of man.
God still loves us all, Despite imperfections, foolish acts, and bad decisions. God still loves
us, holding nothing over our heads, when we repent and admit our faults. As the devil
accuses us, God ignores his accusations. God is not like man. His love, mercy and grace
endures forever. So, forget about what man says about you. Be concerned about how God
feels about you. Bottom line; God is love.
Man wants to take credit for everything that he has not done. However, God is the reason
we walk, talk, we live, we breathe, we see, we love, and we feel. Everything we do good
is from God. Man and the enemy have tried to discredit God and take credit for what no
man or the enemy can or would do. God is the reason we live.
God is the only one who will love you unconditionally. Only God can redeem you from
despair. When your heart is hurting, words mean little. However, God can turn suffer ing
into success. Only God can turn pain into prosperity. So if you are tired of the same results
from doing things yourself. It is time to ask God for all your needs and wants. He will
bless accordingly. Take time out your busy schedule for he is never to busy for you.

Unnecessary Battles
Why would you wage war against your family members? Why would you consume
enormous amounts of energy for egotistical foolishness? It is time to end the childis h
battles within your inner circle. Learn how to work together, understand, and respect each
other. Then you will be able to prosper in your endeavors in life.
Precious Time
Time is more precious than gold. What you do with your time will determine what you
will have in your life. Utilize your time wisely, because lost time can never be regained.
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Without Expectation
Without communication, there should be no expectation. You must talk to people in order
to get things done. If you isolate yourself from people, you may deny yourself
opportunities
Appreciate Life
Take time to enjoy the day. Do not spend the day griping and complaining about what you
do not have, or what you want. Take the time and be thankful for what you do have. Be
thankful for your family and a roof over your head. Be thankful for that car to drive, even
if it is low on gas. If we fully trust God, we should not worry about tomorrow because He
is always on time to meet our daily needs.
Without Understanding
Some people do not understand that their condemnation of you has nothing to do with how
God feels about you. Their unfavorable perception is the total opposite of what God says
you are. The point is that it does not matter what man thinks. It only matters what God
thinks.
The Man Upstairs
If you have a problem that you cannot seem to figure out, its time talk to the Big Man
Upstairs. If you are in a position that you just cannot get out of, talk to the Big Man
Upstairs. We all face many hectic situations throughout our lives. Often we just cannot
figure things out. When you cannot figure it out, that is the time you need to speak to the
Big Man Upstairs. God can and will deliver you through the toughest obstacles in life.

Wisdom Speaks and Fools Talk
Bad Thoughts
When some friends and family members thought I was a loser and my life was finis hed,
God let me know that he loved me. Before my birth, God always had my best interest.
There was a time when some family and friends thought that I did not deserve anything
because of my thought process. When I learned and matured, God blessed me in a
tremendous way every time. When I was denied by many, God gave to me freely.
Therefore, I am thankful that no matter what people said about me, God always has shown
his love and concern for my well-being. For that, I am eternally grateful and loyal to him.
God's love and mercy endure forever. The best has yet to come.
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Loyalty Within
I would rather trust God and eat a can of beans everyday rather than serve the Devil and
eat lobster, steak and shrimp.
Bad Foundation
If a man and woman will not respect each other, then they are bound in an unevenly yoked
relationship.
Stop the Negativity
Sometimes a negative influence can be more powerful than love.
Balance From Within
You cannot get to peace until you change your heart.
understanding.

It takes spiritual growth and

Dirty Garments
Many men and women have covered their greatness with mud trying to fit in.
Moving Forward
Through the power of prayer, we can open doors that would be physically impossible to
open.
Growing Internally & Externally
To receive and give love is a blessing.
Love Beyond Sex
When a couple can achieve intimacy of the mind, and spirit, then they will find that sex is
much better.
Overcoming Challenges
The challenges of a man trouble his heart. However, with faith, honesty, and integrity he
knows he has done his best.
You Have Wings
God is going to elevate those willing to fly.
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Just a Thing
I know money is important. Nevertheless, sometimes it is better to have a good relations hip
over money. Money comes and goes but a good relationship can last a lifetime and is much
more valuable than money. In the end, money is just a thing.
Forever Trusting
Even if I lived alone on the moon, I will trust God. I know He will always make a way for
his children. Amongst the whispers and chatter of irrelevant talk, God is preparing you to
stand tall. Through the struggle and mud of this world, he has clean garments for you. All
the negative lies, thoughts and perceptions are now gone. In Jesus name, we pray. Amen.
Stay Clean
Those that throw mud will become filthy themselves. You cannot throw mud without it
getting on you.
Mastering Time
Opportunity is like beauty, it only last so long.
Real Men Tell Real Stories.
Men seek a good Godly woman and you will find treasure. However, if you seek lust and
pleasure first, you will find trash and trouble.
Stay Humble
So many people have a snobby attitude about their job and actually own nothing.
Born To Lead
I am a Natural born leader. If you expect me to follow you, keep dreaming. Let the leaders
lead and the followers follow.
Covered by God
They tried to crush my inspiration with a negative perception and harsh judgment. They
whispered comments of disdain and disrespect behind my back. However, I am thankful
that with all my flaws, falls and bad decisions, God still loves and covers me. To be honest,
that is what is most important to me in life. Know that some people will kiss you then kill
you.
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Perseverance
Resilience brings forth results. Isolation brings forth inspiration. Inspiration causes
activation, which equals tangibility of dreams and the enjoyment of life once applied.
Operation Destiny
Never allow negative emotions from the past to hinder or block you from a brighter future.
Adversity creates the fire for destiny.
Completing the Goals
The biggest difference between dreamers and doers is the simple act of finishing what you
have started. Always finish what you start.
Never Give Up
Keep the faith. Utilize it. Better days are coming. You can make it through today.
Blessed Beyond Perception






People hate when they know you are great. If they thought you had no potential
they would not even mention you.
I am sincerely thankful for the hedge of protection and favor God has put on my
life.
Your creativity will separate you from the best.
I am thankful for the great gifts and talents that I have learned and inherited from
both of my parents DNA.
Sometimes your biggest doubters & haters will be the people closest to you.

Family
Some family members can be a bridge to your success. While other family members can
attempt to be a barricade to your life. The true resilience of a man or woman can never be
determined from an outer appearance or current position in life. Judgment condemns while
destiny prevails. Tap into the best within yourself. Your best has nothing to do with
anyone's perception of you. Move forward into a new life.
When a family is not willing to stay and work together during these tough economic times,
then they will surely die as individuals, and the scavengers will eat their bones. Families
are supposed to be a support platform and not a place to be torn down.
Some family members pretend to care about you at your funeral. However, when you were
alive they treated you as if you were already dead to them.
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People
Some people might have a beautiful smile, but they have a black heart. Some words are
convincing and warm, but there is no truth in what they say.

Do not harden your heart or it will crumble. If you soften
your approach, you will have longevity. It is time to start
living in abundance instead of accepting and living in
lack.
Through The Process
No longer will I be hurt or burdened by the lack of love from man. I will be rejuvenated
and set free by the love and compassion from of God.
Character & Integrity
Being a millionaire does not matter. Where is your heart? How many people can you get
to believe that God will bless you beyond your current circumstances? How many people
do believe that God can, and will keep you protected? Do you believe beyond what your
eyes can see?
God’s Presence





If it was not for God, I would have been dead a long time ago.
The foundation of your words will be the foundation of your life.
One test after the next but only the ones that persevere will reach success. Many
men filled with corruption while others are blessed. Some will fall victim to
temptation while others succumb to the stress. Stay strong and stay blessed.
Unbelievably, your family is a collection of friends, haters, and enemies.

Where Am I
It is easy to get lost in the shadow of a relationship. This happens when both parties are
not on the same page of respect and appreciation.
Moments in Life
Finding joy in this life is about treasuring the time and experience with your loved ones.
We often lose precious people close to our hearts. So make a conscious decision to respect,
treasure and enjoy the presence of your loved ones. Never forget the words of the
experience.
Loyalty & Concern
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In life, some people will be friendly to you for your position or possessions. However,
others will despise you for your favor, potential, and possibilities.
Judgment condemns while destiny prevails. Tap into the best within you. Your best has
nothing to do with anyone's perception of you. Move forward into a new life.
Still Standing
In this world, you will truly stand alone. Family, friends, and lovers will leave you. At
your worst people will despise you. When you are at your best, people will praise you.
The real test is to acknowledge that through faith, favor, and prayer you can overcome the
worst challenges and setbacks this world has to offer.
The past contain references, the future holds possibilities. Faith and true love stays the
same. People are conditional based on perception and circumstances. Life is precious, it
is a blessing to live, and grow.
I have learned that when people treat you bad. It simply means that they are miserable and
they are taking their bitterness out on you. Learn that it is not you. Do not worry about
them because people with a life have no time to worry about others they do not like
anyways.
Even in silence, you can learn. In an environment filled with noise, you are distracted and
programmed by the noisemaker.
Mastering your emotions come from stability and balance. The devil and evil men and
women strive to keep you unstable and off balance.
In the end, helping people has more value than gold. Selfish greedy men value gold but at
the end lose it all and their soul.
Understanding






Beauty externally does not equate to goodness internally. Some of the prettiest
people externally are some of the ugliest people internally.
Sometimes the greatest blessings come in the form of tragedy. I am not talking
about death. I am talking about the death of bad relationships. You will never
realize how blessed you are until you peel away the inventory of negativity.
God's purpose and direction for me is greater than your perception of me. Many
have predicted that I would not make it. Thirty years later and I am still standing
by God's grace. So haters, it is not what you think. It is about what God knows
about me. That is why I am still alive.
We all live, we all die. We all laugh we all cry. We all suffer as life gets tougher.
We all clash with our sisters and brothers. We have joy we have pain. Life is filled
with sunshine and rain. No matter what happens keep standing.
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I believe that if men and women, 1. Got married. 2. Stopped shacking up and
making babies out of wedlock; 3. Learn how to appreciate and respect each other,
then we will be able to raise better stronger children that can survive in this evil
world. Making babies and running out on your responsibility towards them is not
good.

Work Together Prosper Together








Most competition between family members is destructive and not constructive. If
we work together, we can live better.
The devil is a crafty manipulator. He will use family, friends, children and spouse
against you. The only one he can't turn against you is God.
Keep smiling, keep shining, and remain at peace no matter what is thrown at you.
You will be able to overcome it. One door closes and God opens many more. Be
ready.
I have learned that life is not about being the smartest, strongest or toughest. It's
about having trust and faith in the One who gave you life. You can't always trust
your family or friends. However, you can always trust God.
God has always delivered me from destruction, calamity and death. Through
dreams, visions, and favor I am still here. Many don't understand, but I do. I thank
God for loving and guiding me despite my flaws. He knows my heart.
So many women and men are so nasty with money that their only destiny is eternal
torture. Money comes and goes. Matters of the heart last forever.
Some people say they will pray for you and don't even like you. All I need is
genuine prayer and Gods pristine love. That's all I need.

Sometimes your closest friends will become your biggest
enemies.
If you have lost everything you own, can you still stand? If you have lost everything that
you love, will you still stand? God is the only love that will keep you standing and restore
everything that has been lost.
God's love is the greatest thing you can ever experience in this life. It is beyond money in
your pockets, beyond friends and family. God's love is what keeps us alive.

Life and death is within the power of the tongue and your
actions. If you have been saved and spared from death, you
have a special calling. Utilize it.
If you have children that don't listen, and/or they are running the streets doing the wrong
things, the best method to help them is pray for them. Prayer is much more powerful and
effective than punishment or pain. My mother prayed for me.
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If your brother is down and he needs a rope, make sure you throw it to him, because you
never know when you will need a rope thrown to you.

There is no love in words only. Love must be expressed
through action.
The definition of love varies from heart to heart. Many will say they love you, and don’t
even like you.
A man and a woman on one accord is a great team. A family with true love and respect is
the ultimate team. When there is too much discord, and selfishness, it becomes detrimenta l
to the entire family. Wake up or die.
Generous hearts will always rise above the ways of the selfish. However, the generous may
struggle and suffer at times. Nonetheless, their good deeds of their heart will eventually
give them blessings. When the greedy and selfish fall they have no escape from their evil
deeds.
Encourage those who are lost and hurting. Give freely to the homeless and needy. Give
words of inspiration to those who need it the most. Life is not just about you, it is about us.
Pain





We all hurt. We all suffer. We all trust the wrong people. When people hurt you,
love yourself. When people try to undermine your character, keep standing. Life
will get better when you let go.
When a person walks out on you, don’t look at it as a loss. It is a blessing in disguise.
God knew they were not worth being included in your new life. Keep walking, keep
smiling. You will see.
You must paint the picture of your own life. Unfortunately, others will try to destroy
your canvas.
Being real will cost you fake friends. Being fake will get you more fake friends. I
suggest to all my fellow soldiers and warriors: Keep moving forward no matter
what you face.

When its time to reach your destiny, your spiritual family
will be the vehicle. Blood family and close friends will
flatten your tires
Opposition to your greatness will come in the form of family and friends. The destroyers
of your destiny will come in the form of smiles and handshakes. The doubters of your
promise will be on the same team.
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Some of you were born with the trait to shut up. However, I was born with the strength to
speak up. While you were raised and programmed to conform to society, I was charged to
inform and warn the people of the world. Many interpret the truth as negative. But I feel
the truth is imperative.

When a family sticks together they have strength and
longevity. When they don't stick together, and don't
support and hold each other up, eventually they will fall.
Anybody can be young and pretty. One day you will get old and ugly, and the only thing
that will matter is how you treated people, when you were young and pretty.
The truth hurts, but it also kills. Those who speak the truth will be condemned, ostracized
and ultimately killed. Examples are Jesus, John Kennedy, Martin Luther King, Malcolm X
and thousands of others. We need to support the leaders of the truth and stop being blind
sheep.
Americans buy lies and deception by the ton. However, they will not face or accept the
truth of reality.

The same people you go out on limb for will not even climb
the tree for you.
Remember no matter how the world tries to tear you apart. God can always put you back
together. No matter how low you fall. God will always be there with you. God's love for
his children is the greatest love you will ever experience.
There is always a group of people around you who are determined to tear you down. They
wish to block, hinder you, or even kill you. They pretend to be your friend or someone who
cares. The true reality is they are jealous and envious. Nonetheless, be careful whom you
trust and allow around you.
When you release the anger you release a glow. When you give up the resentment you
reactivate your anointing. When you listen to the voice of God and not the chatter of man,
you find peace.
When you trust God, the bad times prepare you for the good times.

Anger is a spirit that will rob you of a fruitful life; it is a
form of spiritual chains. You cannot release it on your
own; you must pray and ask God to release it. Once the
anger is released you will find peace
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I didn't get to 40 on my own. If it was left to my own devices, I would have been dead
between 12 and 18. The Lord had a plan for my life. That's why he protected and preserved
me. That is why he prepared me. He has not given me great spiritual abilities for my own
sake. He has given them to me for His glory to encourage and to help his children.

I share all this information to help those willing to listen. I
am a teacher. God is the ultimate teacher. He shares with
me and I share with his people. It is part of my life's
mission. Whether you or I like it or not, I follow orders.

How can you expect God to build a new interior and
Exterior without to demolishing the old first?
Time may not be on your side. Nonetheless, God is. Your friends and family might not
believe in you, but God does. Your current position might be laughed at. However, you are
in the right place where God is going to bless and deliver you.
I must admit that in the past I have allowed hurt and pain to make me react negatively.
When it comes to your soul you cannot hide behind drugs. You cannot hide behind alcohol,
money or pleasure. You can only find refuge under the wings of the Lord. I am Ethel
Reeves’ Son.
God told me to forgive those enemies and people that hurt me deeply. I said “but I can't
trust “them”. He said “trust Me”.
In my Father's house I am always welcome. In my Father's house I'm always accepted and
respected. In my Father's house, I am cherished and I am loved. Thank you for loving me
Father.
Church
The church is a place that is supposed to nurture the people. The church is a place where
you should be prayed for, inspired, and encouraged. The church is not a place for judgment,
ridicule, mockery, or humiliation. Many people play church as a regiment and routine of
false acceptance. The church has to change.
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Mother
A mother’s love is timeless; even after death. The love resonates in the air and in our hearts.
You only get one mother. No one on earth will ever love you like her, Not your father,
brother, sister, neither children nor spouse. I will always love my mother. She's my favorite
girl.
Love yourself
Some people you nurture will let you die. The people you love will make you cry. Those
you sacrifice for will not sacrifice for you. It is sad to know what some people will do.
Some love is conditional while some affection is bought and superficial. The moral of the
story; love you more than anyone else. However, when it is in your power to help you
must do so.
Born
I was born with fire in my soul. Your watery perception will never diminish my fire. The
air of experience, struggle and life has made my fire hotter than ever. My existence is not
about a name, it is about a powerful spirit. I am a man not afraid to stand up against
extremes and hardships; or the ferocious elements of the world. I cannot be silenced nor
censored by negative people.

Spiritual warfare is no joke. Ghosts are not friendly like
Casper. The dimension of the living is where you have the
chance to make your choice.








A good wife is not only a lover and friend. She is the rock of a man's life. To have
a good wife is to be blessed.
Many devilish people around you watch, whisper and report. They gain joy from
your struggles and your troubles. They anticipate your fall not realizing there only
two steps behind you.
Some people say no new friends. I believe that new friends open up new
experiences, possibilities, and opportunities. The fact of the matter is some old
friends are not worth keeping. However, if you have friends that are loyal respectful
and love you, they should be treasured.
So many people sit in church every Sunday. With fresh suits, fresh clothes, fresh
cologne. However, they reek of sin. Their hearts are filled with malice and jealousy.
Their eyes issue judgment and hate. Their demeanor is that they are better tha n
others are. They believe that God only loves them. They can't be further from the
truth. Only God can judge, you don't own a crown.
To all the haters and, self-appointed judges, you do not have to be perfect in order
to be used by God. In fact he will choose from the lowly and pick from the former
drug dealers, prostitutes, drunks, and murderers. God has forgiven People who have
done terrible things. God is not like man, He is looking at the heart and not the
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flaws. We must understand that we all fall short. Take the log out of your eye first.
Or better yet, keep talking; it's free promotion, thank you.

For everything you have lost, God is saying I have better
for you. For everything you have been denied, God is
saying I have better for you. Your biggest blessings come
from your hardest test. Don't give up.




Sometimes you have to lose what is worthless, in order to gain what is priceless...
Hanging with snakes is an invitation for death.
Being in the wrong place at the wrong time can cost you a lifetime.

Some people don't understand the concept of help because
they are so selfish and judgmental.
Sometimes people try to push you away from what you have. They don’t even realize they
are pushing you to better.
Blood maybe thicker than water, but sometimes the water of friendship is stronger than
blood.
Favor can get you into places where money could never get you.
Sometimes you don’t need a dollar. Just faith and favor will open doors for you.
A great leader is nothing without a great a-team.
We have all been fools before. We all have said things that were hurtful, but when you
realize it, a change can be made for the better. Unfortunately, that is how some people
learn. How can you teach without experience? So when you focus on my faults you will
always miss the mark. Let's look into the so-called judges closets and see what we find.
Nobody is perfect. So stop whispering about the next man. Focus on yourself.
Don't let anybody steal your joy today. Put frustration and aggravation on the back burner.
Enjoy life and the good people around you.

God is going to bring blessings to you. All you have to do
is stand in the right place.
People call you crazy when they can't understand who you are or what you can do.
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You might be going through some tough times; you might
be experiencing some pain. I want to encourage you to a
hold on to God's unchanging hand.
When someone or something has a blemish it does not mean that it cannot be removed.
Some of life's greatest lessons come in the form of humility and suffering.
As you climb the mountain of life, it will be tough and arduous. Many people will try to
make you fall. Maintain your tenacity and keep climbing.
I would rather be a dreamer and die as opposed to being a laborer and barely live. For at
least through my dreams I have lived. My life is my choice.
Sometimes the coldness from a few people, make you appreciate the warmth from others.
A relationship is never owned; It is only leased or rented.
Your faith is like a credit card with an unlimited balance.
Future Foundations
In order to maintain the foundation of existence, the next generation must be included.
Help and money is not the same thing. Help comes from the heart and money comes from
the pocket.
The reason for the fighter fighting will determine the outcome of the fight.

God can give
comprehension.

you

redemption

beyond

man's

Sometimes your greatest blessings can be disguised as a loss.
That thing you had and lost. What a blessing!
Your perception of me is not God's perception of me. Your condemnation of me only
creates elevation from God. Your judgment of me only pushes me closer to my destiny.
Only God has the final say over my life.
A man or woman can have a glow on them that far exceeds their current circumstances.
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From a spiritual perspective after the pain comes
promotion. After distress comes success, after the hurt
comes healing. However, before you can have you must
first believe.
Perspective










In life you must have resilience over resistance, faith over the facts, and
determination above problems. In addition to the aforementioned concepts you
must have an understanding over disappointment.
A brother is not always a friend; and a friend is not always a brother.
Some people will switch up on you for a stick of butter.
Family is very critical of you. Some are not there to help you up but, to knock you
down.
Your kingdom is within your DNA. No one can take that away from you
God will give you a bridge beyond the perception of many. He will give you a
foundation beyond comprehension, a platform that many will never understand. Get
ready for its coming towards you now.
A blockade in your life is really a stepping-stone.
Greedy hearts get money. Good hearts get favor
A father is supposed to be a teacher and not a torturer.

Men a woman worth having will not be easy to get
In life you can meet either your soul mate or your hell mate.

Sometimes people will not accept you, if you're not willing
to be evil like them.
Never take her presence for granted. Never forget the importance of her touch. Honor and
respect the love and compassion she gives to you. Finally, every day of your life, thank
God for her standing by your side.

In order to have a true love, you must first be a friend.
Even people in relationships get lonely. Maybe their needs are not being met or they just
are just tired of a person.
Give a woman the space she needs and give a man the respect he deserves.
Some of your greatest opposition and battles will come from within your household and
same bloodline.
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Strong bonds have been broken over petty disagreements.
With absolute power comes absolute responsibility
Relationships built on an unstable foundation will crumble.
Families suffer because the strongest pieces of the puzzle have been sold, disregarded,
devalued and destroyed.
Love and respect equal value.
A man's greatest joy is having a good woman in his life.
Life is raining on you so that you may grow. Without the rain of life there is no growth.
To be loved. What a great feeling it is to be loved.
Always remember that after the rain, after the pain, the Sun will shine again. God is good
all the time.
The bitter experiences of our lives bring forth the best fruits of knowledge and
understanding.

Life is a Mission not a party
When you have favor in your life. All you have to do is show up and God will bless you.

The pain you experience will become stripes. Furthermore,
you must stay strong and persevere through the process.
Racism is a waste of time. We are all God's children. It's not about the color of a man's
skin; it is about what’s in the heart.
Your spiritual family will treat you better than your blood relatives.

A true leader is not always smiling, but always prepared.
When fake friends see you are about to fall they distance themselves. However, real friends
step in to hold you up.
The best lessons of my life have also been the most painful experiences.
Anxiety robs you of your peace. Stress robs you of your joy. Depression robs you of your
life. Learn to live and be happy.
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My mother taught me more than any man could ever teach me.
I am blessed beyond measure. I am blessed beyond money. I'm blessed with joy, peace and
faith. I am comforted by knowing that my heavenly Father has my best interest at all times.
Some people will hate you when God chooses you but, many more will love and respect
you.
Something about what God can do on the inside of you that will change your entire outside.
Sometimes you can be in the worst circumstances of your life and your spirit still is
overfilled with joy.
No man can take credit for what God has done.
True friendship has no regard to color or race, only a heart of compassion and concern.
The depth and the dynamics of woman are deeper than that exterior package you see.
Some people try to control you by creating a foundation of fear. Don't fall for it.
What a man says with his mouth is different from what he really feels in his heart.

Life's most dynamic teacher is rejection.
Some snakes come with the best smiles. Be careful.
Some people don't expect you to shine. They only anticipate your demise; especially some
family and so called friends.
Your strength will not come from your status but from your struggle.

Love requires action. If there is no action there is no love.






I don't care where you come from God can use you. I don't care how many people
despise you. God will choose you.
God is going to bring out the best in you through your worst experiences in life.
Stay faithful and trust Him.
Even if it looks like I am losing; with God on my side I am always winning. I trust
that.
Your attitude and approach will determine the outcome of the most important
matters that affect your life.
A true leader is forged and not fabricated.
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My gift cannot be diminished by your perception of me.
Your eyes cannot see what God has in store for me. Your
logic and my faith don't mix. God is unconventional in how
He deals with His children. Stop focusing on others and
focus on what God has given you.
God is willing to put new things in your hands. However, you refuse to let go of the past,
which is holding up your blessings. Let go of the past and embrace the future. Open your
heart and hands to receive the new.
Change first comes from within. I have learned that being sad and
depressed long term is a choice. I was down for a while. However, God brought me through
it all. I just had to make changes and sacrifices. The first step to overcoming depression is
prayer. Secondly, change of diet and change your way of thinking about matters. It takes
time. You can do it. Be blessed.

When a person has a negative perception of you, it means
they are not happy with themselves. Don't worry about the
fake judges. Only God can judge.
Never assume that you know everything. Remain humble, respectful, and learn from the
best.

The wrong advice can destroy and disrupt your life and
family. Don't listen to fools.
Sometimes the greatest blessings come in the form of tragedy. I am not talking about death.
I am talking about death of bad relationships.
Some family members try to control you. If they can't control you they try to crush you.
Often excess can create a mess. Sometimes the smallest amount can have the biggest
results.
Men, there are still good women out here. Women, there are still good men out here. We
have to stop letting lust dictate with which we mate. I believe that a friendship and a
spiritual connection first will make the relationship better and last.
Can you believe that you have options beyond your limitations? The limitations in your
mind are masking the options that are present tangible. Learn to see pass what is in front
of you.
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Rebellion against what is bad makes you a hero. Rebellion against what is good makes you
a fool,
Your words will finance your future. Get your dictionary ready.
I love God so much that you can chop me up into a million pieces and I will still love and
respect him.
God is always willing to grant a request. Are you willing to sacrifice, and listen?
Those that don't want to see you make it look down on you when you’re in need. But those
who love God will be activated to assist you in your endeavors.
The direction of your spirit will dictate your position in life. Find yourself.
God brings out your best through your worst circumstances. Be strong, keep the faith.
Things are working out.

Life is not always about how you feel. It's about the
mission.
God took away a curse and replaced it with treasure.
Your greatest investment into the world will be your children. Nothing else matters.
No matter how bad a man or woman treats me, God is always loving, kind, and good to
me.

Understanding is the key to moving forward.
The greatest challenges of your life will create opportunity. Will you accept God's gift, or
will you reject it?
Our heavenly Father is the reason we can enjoy life. Sometimes we can be too caught up
in complaining about what we want and what we don't have. We need to be thankful for
the day in this present time. And be thankful for what we currently have. Giving thanks is
the beginning to enjoying life. Be blessed with favor beyond comprehension.
God wants men to love their wives. However, never forget about your mother and your
daughter, because they will love you when your wife no longer does.
Sometimes you have more support than your realize. Acknowledge that everything you
need is within your reach.
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No matter what a man or woman might do to you. No matter what circumstances life might
deal you. God is always good. We can't blame Him for the problems that men and Satan
have caused in the world.
My piano has been the best girlfriend I ever had. She is always there for me when I need
to express my emotions. She supports me through notes and tones of serenity, pain and
peace. Wherever I want to go she is willing to follow. She never judges me for my flaws.
She understands I am only a man. She is always there for me, in good and bad times. She
is just one touch away. I love my piano. I thank God for the gift and ability to play it.

Discipline over pleasure equals where you want to be.
If you can get through the toughest darkest days of you life, you can also get to the day of
fulfillment and peace. Stay true to yourself and God. Keep moving forward, and keep the
faith. Know in your mind and spirit that things are working out.
What you build for yourself can be more valuable than anything someone else can offer
you.

You can either live in the dimension of pity, or power.
Choose now.
Words are the foundation of your life.
Misplaced love will hurt your heart, but it will teach you a valuable lesson in life.
The hands of the devious men will build foundations of hate which will crumble and be
buried by the winds of the earth.

Miracle blockers come in all forms. They can't block the miracle
itself. So what they try to do is block the essence of the miracle.

Sometimes people will not accept you, if you're not willing
to be evil like them.
Lost friends equal new enemies.
Time has renewed. The old is regenerated. The past is just a page. The future looks and
feels great. Mercy and favor heals the flaws and falls in life. Thank God for a reset button.
Resilience has more value than uncontrolled aggressive actions. Understanding leads to a
brighter outcome compared to rage and anger. Patience faith and trust is what separates us
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from our troubles and circumstances. Always keep the faith and trust in God. Never trust
man or the Devil. I am still alive because I trusted God.
God's love is greater than any position you can attain. His compassion has more value than
money or any possessions. His compassion is what gives us a chance and opportunity. I
suggest that you choose life beyond the physical. Choose life by choosing God.
Lessons
The best lessons of my life have also been the most painful experiences.
The Circle OF Cycle
Greedy and Selfish Men fight for position
Women sell their dignity and souls for attention
Families filled with hate, disrespect and dissention.
Evil women are not real they are fake.
While many men conspire, despise and hate.
They are surrounded by witches and snakes.
You can run, hide, and cry but you can't escape your fate.
Friends and Enemies
In life sometimes the people we think are our allies are not. And the people we thought
were our enemies were not. Growth and discernment will distinguish the truth between the
two.
Hidden
There is a hidden blessing in all of life's lessons.
Significance
In life it's not always about the big things in the pretty packages. We have to learn how to
be appreciative for the small things that may seem insignificant to others, but have a great
significance to you.
Will Have
Your hands may determine what you will have in life. However, your spirit will determine
what you will accept in life.
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Respect
Some people might not like you but, if you follow God, He will make them respect you.
Broken
Sometimes you have to be broken down through isolation and humility before you can
reach the point of prosperity and appreciation.
Pretty Face
Sometimes a pretty face hides a dark heart.
After Next
One test after the other, only the best who persevere will reach success. Many men filled
with corruption while others are blessed. Some will fall victim to temptation while others
will succumb to the stress. Stay strong and stay blessed.
Foundations
The foundation of you words will be the foundation of your life.
One Day
One day your life's future assignment will be greater than your current frustrations and
circumstances. Remain encouraged, humble, honest and patient.
Prosperity and Calamity
The energy you put out will eventually accumulate and bring a return of prosperity or
calamity.
Pain
Pain processed properly equals promise and promotion. Pain processed incorrectly equals
depression, hurt and suffering.
Opportunities
Sometimes you have to take the worst experiences of your life and turn them into the best
opportunities for your life.
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Lust Not Love
Some women don't want the man; they only want access to what he has. Some men don't
want the woman they only want privilege to use her body. Be careful.
Revolution
Revolution of your spirit comes before the changing of your circumstances or environme nt.
No Longer
No longer will I be hurt or burdened by the lack of love from man. But I will be rejuvenated
by the love and compassion from the love of God.
Lack
It's time to start living in abundance instead of accepting and living without.
Be Wise

Be careful whom you give your heart to because some
people will treasure it, while others will trash it. Some
people might have a beautiful smile but they have a black
heart. Some men's words are convincing and warm, but
there is no truth in what they say.
Tear Down
If a family is not willing to respect each other and work together as a team, then they will
surely die as individuals, and the scavengers will eat their bones. Families are supposed to
be a support foundation and not a place to be torn down. During these tough economic
times there is no time to waver. Stick together.
The Best
The wrong advice can destroy and disrupt your life and family. Don't listen to fools.
Knowledge
Never assume you know everything. Do your best and learn from the best.
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Freedom
Your words will liberate you from your circumstances.
Favor
Those that deny children of God deny God only rob themselves.
Understanding
How can you “I am free” when your mind is enslaved?
Envious
Everyone will not support your talents and gifts.
Student
Keep your energy and focus balanced. The winds come to blow you to your destinatio n,
do not fight it, use your wings and fly.
Judges
People try to use words and negative perception to destroy your balance. Their negative
perception is not reality. It is only a reflection of them and they don't want to face it.
Position
The time we chase is the time we waste. The time we give is how we live. The differe nce
between past, present and future is our position. We are in the doorway of our desires; the
only thing that can stop you is doubt.
Promotion
Don’t get mad at your haters. They are your biggest promoters.
Shall Be Known
The strength of a man or woman cannot be determined by an outer appearance. However,
by his or her resilience, persistence, and commitment they shall be known.
Winning
Even if it looks like I am losing. With God on my side I am winning.
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Seeds
The seeds you sow at the lowest point in your life will be very important for you future.
Ungrateful
Sometimes people closest to you can't appreciate who you are because they don't know
themselves. So how can they know who you are?
Finding Importance
Sometimes you have to be in the dark so you can recognize and appreciate the light. Most
experiences in life we can all learn valuable lessons.
Communication
Both men and woman need to learn how to communicate beyond physical and sexual
attraction.
Not So Pretty
A pretty face and nice body doesn't always equal a good heart. Some people are both pretty
and evil.
One Day
One day during the great battle there will be a last call of exodus. There will be no time to
go back or look back. You are either going or staying. The battle will be so great with
precision timing. Your possessions of the old must stay where they are. No going in the
closet, looking at shoes, looking for jewelry. Those that are left behind will be destroyed
without mercy.
For the battle ahead is so great it needs coordination to get you out. There is no time to
hold up the line. Nothing in that closet will be worth your life or soul. Follow orders and
go. Don't be like famous celebrities. Remember what happened to Lot's wife. Even with
God's greatness remember the timing and the precision of the Red Sea. The people of
Moses had to follow orders to be saved. They didn’t move when they wanted too. They
moved when they were told too. The only way for them to be saved was in that instance of
time was when they were told to move.
If you want to be saved you must follow God's plan and not your own. Your plan will have
you lost within the walls of death and torment. The forces of evil are arming their soldiers
with musical power. Tones and frequencies to stun distract and then destroy you.
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It is Coming
My blessings have been delayed but not denied.
I am struggling with fatigue but still I believe
Pushing though disappointment and pain
Solving problems will equal progress through the strain
Understanding creates progress. Understanding
Creates growth, words produce healing.

Families must learn how to be supportive and work
together in harmony. Without a new approach they will all
be destroyed separately.
When you have a little and you help others it means a lot. However, if you have a lot and
only help a little it means nothing.
Sometimes being unbalanced and hard-pressed brings out your best.
God used my worst experiences to bring out my best in my life.
Having a stable platform in an unstable environment can only come from God.
A man in God’s eyes is a man who has been stripped down to nothing then built up as a
new being.
The same people who talk about you when you are healthy and strong will be the same
people talking about you when you’re dead and gone.
Adversity creates the fire for your destiny.
Sometimes suffering is a setup for success. Pain is a passageway to promise and prosperity.
You can only lose when you give up.
No matter what negative comments that people make about, don’t respond negatively.
Seek a good godly mate and you will find treasure. If you seek lust and pleasure you will
only obtain trash.
The state of the family has been literally destroyed. With greed, selfishness lies, and
deception, there is no respect or love amongst each other. With many bad attitudes, no
one seems to care about their family anymore. Everyone is only concerned with
themselves. Many people judge their family harshly and call them losers, when in fact they
qualify as a loser also. It is time for families to act like family, respect, appreciate,
encourage and support each other. Family was created for the purpose of love and respect.
Let’s get back to the true purpose of family.
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When you are left for dead, you are never the same when you arise.
A conversation with mother is a platform for resolution of your problems.
Many have run from the giant, only to run into the arms of the Dragon. Allow God to fight
your battles.

The same men who pat you on the back also plan for your
demise.
Many rich people have become decrepit in their mind.
When a person’s nose is too high in the air, they are unaware of where their feet are.
Water the rose of your spirit everyday.
Go ahead and throw stones at me. I will build a castle.
Ask God for big things. He is a big God.
When a woman or man unjustly devalues their mate, they have already shown their value.
Tough tests prove loyalty.
Trust God beyond the judgment and perception of others.
Often times we must endure more than we may have anticipated.
Trust God even when there is nothing left.
In order for a man or woman to love each other, they must first love themselves.
Your gifts talents and your divine purpose are your wealth.
I trust God beyond my circumstances, beyond the perception and negativity from people.

People judge you when they can’t handle their own life.
Fake people flake.
Selfish people never give and always take.

When people don’t believe in you, that’s your strongest
position.
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Stress creates emotional disorder. You can’t change the way people feel.
Most people don’t care about your emotional baggage. They only care about how you make
them feel.
It’s so important to talk to God. It’s not about money it’s about placement.
All the prophets were stressed out about their mission.
People like to see you sad and hate to see you glad.
You can’t find peace until you change your heart.
God is with you even when you are all alone.
Don’t tell people your business. They will use it against you.
Every great man has also been a foolish man.
You have to take your strength back from the enemy.
What man can say he helped you more than God?
You cannot judge people based on color race or stereotypes, you will miss out on good
people and opportunities.
Chasing smoke gets you nowhere.
Conversations with mother changed my life.

God is looking for some loyal people.
The World
They tried to crush my inspiration with judgment.
They whispered comments of disdain and disrespect against me.
Nonetheless, I am thankful that with all my flaws and bad decisions and hard falls, God
covers me and always makes a way for me.

God will redeem those that he loves.
An unresolved spirit will cause you chaos in many areas of your life.
Are you ready for that spiritual promotion beyond yesterday’s thoughts and
conversations?
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There is more value in a relationship than money and sex.
Sometimes your weakest position is your strongest position strategically.
When your family turns their back on you and, they treat you harshly. Know that you are
now on the wings of angels bringing you to a new level of awareness and destination,
When you regain your strength don’t go back to the one who took it. Let them admire you
from a distance.
You cannot be denied anything, when it’s already built into your DNA that you shall have.
Your pleasure will cause death slowly. Your anger will cause ruin quickly.
Our eyes activate our mouths; mouths activate hands, hands active opportunities.
A woman’s ability to cause damage or destruction and emotional chaos is greater than her
physical abilities will ever be.






Women want to be loved and not ruled.
Respected and not dominated.
Men want to be loved and not used as a lifestyle ATM.
Men want to be respected and not devalued.
Sometimes you have to lose everything in order to find yourself.

Sometimes even when you do your best, things can cave in
on you. When this happens don’t give up. Restore, reset
and rebuild stronger and better than before.
I am at a point where I cans smile at rejection.
No longer can I be blocked by distractions.

I see things like never before. Great things for my life are
already prepared and stored for me.
Some people have words that are convincing and warm, but there is no truth in what they
speak.
The swipe of death has been initiated against you, by the devil using your family members.
He or she might love the pleasure associated with your body. However, they have no love
in their heart for you.
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It is sad that when people are at their lowest they are kicked the hardest.
Broken men will emerge stronger from the brokenness of despair.
The love from the heavenly Father is greater than the words of man.
The frequency of pain
Pain is a frequency within the body and spirit. When we are hurt it creates a frequency that
oscillates through our body and soul. These frequencies are a deadly risk to our physical
and spiritual existence. With prayer patience, understanding and time most internal pain
can be managed,


Conspiracy for corruption is a downfall.



The Devil tries to dismantle progress and promise systematically.



Don’t let anger control you. Learn to control your anger.



They made me stumble and fall but, God made me stronger.



Many women and men are buried in resentment.

Even in isolation your creativity can change the world.
You have to learn how to trust God through the most trying circumstances.
Your excellence will bring presence.

A mother’s smile takes all your troubles away. However,
her frown can put chills in your body.
No matter what you do or say some people will always look at you in an unfavorable way.
Some people are just like spiders. They build their web of deception trapping many who
are unaware of their true intentions.
Usually a spider will leave you alone when you are dead.
Being unevenly yoked diminishes the greater value.
Your sons will conquer kingdoms.
Your daughters will inherit treasures.
Your spirit was made to fly, and not be dragged on the ground.
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Your woman is not attached to you. She is attached to your motivation.
The human heart is an amazing organ. It’s unfortunate that people don’t use it too often.
They use a warped mindset and a negative perception to judge everything.
Your thought process is very different when you are hungry.
A man’s forehead is a bio spiritual receiver.
It takes communication for acquisitions.

In my heart you no longer have a home. Now it’s time for
me to inherit my throne. Deceived no more set free from
the lifeless words of a love no more.
She loved me enough to leave. However, she didn’t care
enough to stay.
We should be living a life with no fear.

God molds a new man from the fallen man.
Some people enjoy seeing you fall, and would never imagine helping you to stand. They
are fueled by their own jealousy, fear and hate.
The past is surpassed by the new. There is a new bright light created in you.
A New Day
The dimensions of the past no longer have time in my space. It is time to receive the full
blessings from God in its place. When they said they loved me. They showed me they
didn’t care. But when I look back on my life God was always there. Showing me favor
and opening doors in critical times in my life. When I had little or no money God made a
way. He touched the hearts of many to help me. All I had to do is pray and show up and
He did the rest.
The inheritance is here presented before your hand. Will you receive it or will you wander
in desolate lands? My son, it is here for you to do well. Receive this gift and never let
your heart harden.
Even when you are hurt it doesn’t mean God doesn’t love you.
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When people disregard you and abandon you, God is creating a circumstance for
excellence in our lives. However, we have the choice to push through the test accompanied
by angels. Or, we can fall down and remain in never ending misery.
Rage, hostility and uncontrolled anger will rob you of your future.
When some people stand by you it is not for you. They stand close for their own interest.

The wicked try to diminish the value of the righteous.
Many families try to devalue the calling on the favored.
Sometimes a little pain will tune your heart and mind up.
A powerful man can stand through many tests. However, sometimes even the strongest
men cry privately and internally. Strength is always balanced with weakness, even when
the weakness is not shown.
One day I will rise again. Although I might be down, I am not out.

Through the power of prayer we can open up doors that
would normally be physically impossible to do.
Young Beautiful and Restless
After your youth, and pretty face has faded what will you do? When men no longer bow
down to your every move, what will you do? It is time to get your mind and spirit right
because that will last a lot longer than your youth and beauty.
My destiny is not bound by your perception.
When they were focusing on my failures God was preparing me for success. When they
talked about my flaws God was developing me.
The dynamics of a man’s mind is confirmed through his words or actions.
There is a big difference between love and passion.
Your closest confidant can possibly be your worst enemy.
She didn’t answer because she didn’t care.
Sometimes being backed in a corner is the best position for defense. This is true because
you know your back is covered.
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Demand your respect through the blood.
Women are not looking for love they are looking for stability.
Reality is the total opposite of what someone thinks.
Prayer activates actions. Faith opens doors no man can open. The spirit can accomplis h
much more than a physical body. Wisdom speaks but, do you listen? Knowledge speaks,
can you hear it? Align your body with your spirit and you can accomplish your goals.
When a man loses all his strength, all he has is God.
Some people will throw all their stress on you. However, when you call them for a stick of
butter they don’t answer.
Sometimes I feel so strong and other times I feel so weak. However, I always feel great
when I hear God speak.
Men, your performance in the bedroom will not determine if a woman stays or leaves.
Nonetheless, your heart does.

What men think is love is actually control. What a woman
thinks is love is actually stability.
The devil will give you a woman to tear you down. However, God will give you a woman
to build you up.
You will find your glory in your life’s story.
Love and lack of love will teach us if we are willing to listen and learn.
God had a plan for me that was right for my life it was my destiny
Has God been good to you despite the hardships, struggles and pain you have experienced?
If you know in your spirit that God has always had plan your life, come on and sing a song
to the Lord.
I want to thank God for having a plan for my life. When they said I was too crazy, God
had a plan for me. When they said I was a school dropout, God had a plan for me. When
my family cast me to the side, I didn’t give up because I knew God had great things in store
for me. So don’t ever let anyone tell you that you can’t make it or you are of no value.
God’s plan is the best plan. Through the tough process God will bring us to our destiny in
His will and time.
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The war of competition can never be won. What God has for one man might not be for
another. The most important thing is to focus on personal and spiritual growth. You can
never win a war of competition.
Never let them see you are down. Keep your faith and keep your sanity.
You might feel that life is running you into the ground. However, God has planted your
feet deeper into the soil to be stronger in your testimony and life. When a seed is planted
the roots must go deep into the ground to find strength and substance.
Be thankful for the Word. It brings life, healing, peace and love.

When you have done all you can do, trust God. When you
thought of all you can think of, trust God. Lean not on
your own understanding, but trust God.
Only God can put the pieces of a broken heart back together.
Many words will affect the heart.
No Matter
No matter who you are and what you have done God can redeem, clean, and restore you.
He is not like man so He won’t judge you like a man. He uses love to judge our heart and
intent. A man will use hate to judge each other. God has faith in us to do the right thing.
Can you imagine if God gave up on man as we give up on each other or ourselves?
Condemned by man, but loved by God.
If we are excited about man’s technology, we can’t even comprehend God’s technology.
Some people cut all ties with you when they think you are finished. However, when they
think you are doing very well they want to put their hooks into you.
A sexual commitment is far more taxing and stressful in the long-run than a friendship.
No matter what you think or see, God always has provisions and a plan for me.
Who you are can never be minimized by hateful family, fake friends or negative coworkers. Your value has been predetermined and the haters have no say
God brought me through the storm to a brighter day.
I was released from the hands of the dragon by Gods love, mercy and compassion.
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God is compassionate and He knows the inner workings of man.

I am special in God’s eyes.
There was a time when I was a bad boy. Not to bad for God. I was cast away. Family and
friends didn't want to be bothered; but not to far away from God. God will bless you with
words to use in life. The Lord gave me the words to change my life.
Sometimes I felt like time was running out, and the Spirit of the Lord said there is no time
with God.
Pain will get your attention.
God is good. God is great all the time.
Singing is the language of love.
Even when we lose, we win. We win a new understanding of knowing that sometimes we
win and sometimes we lose. We also learn that we could have prepared ourselves
differently or better.
Through prayer you can speak to the Creator of the universe. Access it.

The heart can unlock doors that nothing else can open.
Lord, my life is in your hands to fulfill my destiny.
How did I make it? By struggling, living, learning, and suffering. By acknowledging,
understanding; overcoming by faith, favor, grace, mercy, and the love of God and
compassion from others. God gave me peace in the midst of the storm by listening to His
spiritual direction.
God is the power that created a sun to grow plants and food for us to eat and oxygen for us
to breathe. You tell me what man can or will do that? God is awesome. Tap into his power
through prayer and faith. God bless.
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The Troubles of Foolish Decisions
We all make mistakes and have regrets. We can learn and grow from each phase of
experience in our lives. However, when we refuse to stop foolish behavior we will
ultimately have much trouble through bad decisions. When challenged in life, don’t react
the wrong way.
Places of the world are stuck in time. So in order for you not to be stuck you have to keep
moving in life so you aren’t stuck in time.

Compassion
In your time of need, help someone. In your time of pain, speak healing to someone else.
When you plant seeds of favor, favor shall come back to you.
God is power. If you are lonely, tired, weary, and weak, tap into the real power. We depend
on man for everything and he always lets us down most of the time. God is the power that
has the earth and other planets suspended in space. The power that has earth dangling by
His mercy in outer space, protected from harm. He is the power that created everything
that we see and don’t see.

Time to rejoice and be glad
Our words create a spiritual cyclone that manifest itself in the physical as energy. So be
careful of your words. They will govern every aspect of your life.
How can I overcome the struggle? Simply by continuing to stand.
I hear your voice in my heart showering me with love and compassion through words of
concern. The love that was displayed fills my heart with joy and hope. I am thankful for
you finding a place in my heart.

I am beautiful. Look into the mirror and tell yourself “I
am beautiful”. I don’t care if you have extra weight, or
physical and mental disabilities. Remember, you are
beautiful no matter what.
God’s love
My strength is nothing. I am only strong because of God’s love for me. No man can stop
God’s love. No demon can stop God’s love. The love transcends the physical and spiritua l
aspects of our being. I am alive because of God’s love.
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From generation to generation, God’s love for man remains strong. If God didn’t love us
we would not be here on earth. It is too easy to destroy a weak man.
Your wealth is within your words. What you say will determine what you have.
When you ask some people for assistance you automatically lose their respect and
friendship.
It is easy to get lost in the shadow of a relationship, when both parties are not on the same
page.
Keep your spirit charged. We are now facing problems that physical and mental strength
can solve. It takes spiritual strength to make it. So people, keep your spirit charged.
Always know with God, all things are possible.
If there are no finances or food there are no friends. Where there is food and financ ing
there are more than enough friends.
So you think I am crazy because I talk about God. I realize where my help and blessings
come from. No man didn’t do it, no family or friends; only God.

Watch what you complain about because your complaining
might cause you to lose some things you need or love.
Fall
You wait for me to fall.
However, it’s not your call
You anticipate for me to break
But it only shows you are fake
As they shake your hand they plan for your end.
Foes disguised as family and friends, watch your back.
Enemies disguised

Stand firm against the challenges in life. Although your
circumstances are not good, the possibilities are great.
Keep fighting, utilizing faith, and you will overcome the
pitfalls in life.
Who are your enemies? Is it your closest friends? Is it your spouse? Or is it certain family
members? It may be co-workers or members of your church. The answer is; only time will
tell.
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Words equal life, and the right words equal opportunities and power.
So when you use your words to speak. Speak things that aren’t as they shall be.
So many problems you are facing; speak to them as they have already been fixed.
In the valley, God is talking to you. He will bring you out if you listen to His instruction.
In order to change our surroundings, we must first start from within. Focusing on the wrong
thing can attract the wrong reaction.
If you never had a need then you would not know how much God is always on time.
Wait on God. He will see you through to the finish.
The challenges and troublesome experiences in your life will work out in your favor if you
trust God.
True friends are ones that God sends to us. We may think someone is our friend, but they
are actually our enemy. When it comes to friends, trust God.
Having a spiritual perspective in all areas in your life is mandatory. For without spiritua l
perspective to deal with today’s problems you might constantly make the wrong decision.

Where is your mind? Is your mind in la la land; focused
on things that are not for you? Or, are you focused on the
things that are important and bring you joy and happiness?
For where ever your mind is, your body will follow.
Watch out for the charm of the deceivers.
People call you crazy when they can’t understand who you are or what you can do.
When you’re with a woman your strength is for her. When your alone your strength is for
you.
No matter what you are dealing with, don’t panic. Understand that no matter the outcome
of a situation, God can make it work out in your favor. Unforeseen occurrences beset us
all but; God can work things out for you in all matters.

Time to find the power God has given you. Time to focus
on the gifts God has given you. Time to magnify the talents
God has given you.
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I would rather be a dreamer and die than a slave laborer and barely live. For at least through
my dreams I have lived.
Money was designed to make man dependent and to forget about God.
The raging river of destiny will either kill you or put you where you need to be.
From pain to empowered.
Through your tough times God is making you better, brighter and more effective for his
purpose.
Even in the darkness there is light. God’s light is the light that darkness cannot affect.
However, only a few can see beyond the darkness
Although I have struggled, I am stronger. So many heartaches and pains, but now I am
better. Disappointments and set backs, but now I am moving forward. Deceived and lied
to, but now I see the truth.
Everyone around you is not who they pretend to be. We live in a world of pretenders.

It is easier for some to judge others harshly rather than to
look at themselves in the mirror.
Everybody gets old. Your beauty will only last so long. Your character will last forever.
Sometimes your best position is your weakest position.
When you really need friends and family the most, many will disappear like a ghost.
In life, when most of your family and friends switch up on you, know that you are on the
cusp of success. Stay strong and move forward toward a new better life.
So you want to be rich? Well you can’t handle the wealth. Many people don’t realize that
too much money can destroy your life, when you are not responsible and understanding.
Many would be in the clubs wasting it, buying things not needed. Between spending on
lawyers, taxes, family and friends you would be broke again. So you want to be rich. Learn
how to be thankful for what you have.

The Special Moments in Life
Finding joy in life is about treasuring the time and experiences with your loved ones.
We often lose precious people close to our hearts instantly. So treasure the time and love
of those memorable moments.
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Sometimes there has to be chaos before there is control,
suffering before success, and trial and error before
understanding.
Just when they thought my life was over; God said wait. Even when they said I was a
stupid failure; God said wait. Even when they said my mind was bad and my judgment
was off; God said wait. All I had to do is pray against all the negative things coming
towards me. God put a stop to it all. He is worthy to be praised.
Sometimes you have to grow up before you can get up.
Your mission is greater than your emotions.
You can crush me down to a grain of salt. Nonetheless, in my existence I will always love
the Lord.
The Lord gives me a place to rest and a place to heal.

Sometimes you have to go to the lowest depths before you
can soar to the next level.
Writings in the dark
If you always look at things in the physical you will always be limited in your options.
He does not condone the sin. He forgives it.
I have risen from the rubble, withstood chaos, destruction, ashes and trouble. Left for dead
but still alive; abandoned, devalued and deprived of what was rightfully mine. Slandered,
called a loser; but little did they know I am a king.
I know it might appear that all the odds are stacked against you. But remember God is
against all odds. Keep standing during the battle and test. The victory is yours if you just
believe.
Never equate a person’s beauty with integrity or a good character.

Your ability to form good relationships with people will
determine your opportunities in life.
Every negative perception of me has no value. I am not hindered nor controlled by your
perception of my position, circumstances or experience.
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The pain you experience will become stripes, only if you stay strong and persevere through
the process.
He is good all the time; even when my mother died. Through so many tears I cried, He is
still good to me.
Single mothers, don’t feel so bad because the children’s father isn’t man enough to meet
his responsibilities. Remember the best Father is God. He will take care of you and give
you the spirit and skills to raise that son or daughter. You can and you will succeed as a
single parent.
Life is not about complaining, it’s about growth. The less we complain the more we grow.
When you reach the point of success, your focus should not be on proving wrong the people
who didn’t believe in you. The focus should be on thanking God for believing in you when
friends and family didn’t.
The harder something is to obtain or maintain, the greater the appreciation.

When you take your last breathe and you think of all the
worldly possessions and desires you have attained. Then
you realize it’s all gone and you have not prepared a future
for your soul.
In order for something to be tangible in your life it must be intangible first. Your thoughts
produce results either good or bad. So when thinking, focus on improvement. Don’t focus
on foolishness and folly.
Sometimes God takes us though times of desperation so we can be an inspiration to the
next generation.
Men of God are you aware that a Delilah pursues you. She seeks to tempt you for her will.
Turn your eyes from her beauty or you will be captured and trapped. Utilize your wisdom,
discernment and resist the tempting ways of Delilah.

If you take your plan and align it with your purpose you
will prosper.
Without communication there should be no expectation
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Food for the Spirit
Until the end of time I will always say thank you Father for loving me. I will say thank you
Father for teaching me, and thank you Father for always believing in me.
Only God can deal with the pain on the inside. You are lost and so alone; you have neither
peace nor rest in your soul. Take your heartache to God in prayer.
Only God can take the hurt and make it work for you, only God can heal the pain deep
down inside. Only God can bring you from the darkness into the light. Only God can allow
you to understand your life.
Many people who love you will hurt you.
Some people, who are the most judgmental, believe that they are in a secure position.
However, when their positions change so does the judgment.
To be able to endure the hardships that make most fall. This is what champions are made
to be able to go through more than the next. With God we are all champions.
Learn to master your composure.
Let your faith activate new opportunities and possibilities. You can and will have a better
life.
Doubt and disbelief will only hinder your progress. Only as you keep moving forward you
will get closer to your dreams and destiny. Step by step and day by day. Keep going and
you will make it.
Songs are thoughts of the soul.
Don’t allow depression to ruin your life.

We have forgotten the caretakers. Let us remember and
respect those before us and assist them with their needs.
The spiritual life is not a job. It is a mission.
Sometimes we get so frustrated with people and situations. The people or situations may
never change, but we can always change ourselves.

Young men need help. They need encouragement and
support also. They need jobs, and need to be prepared for
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success. Reach out to young men. Help them with words
so that their lives will be changed and saved.
Health is the jewel of success.
What we are seeking in a man or woman, we should be seeking in God.
Don’t trade your treasures for lust.
All conversation is not good or productive conversation.
If we are lost in the rain, our Father will redeem us.
Be careful when you’re going to have fun.
Anticipated fun might be definite trouble.
To break out of poverty is to break out of bad habits.
I can’t do everything but, I can do something.

Wonderful Words
God’s words will bring action; they will bring blessings and understanding. God’s word
will bring healing. God’s word will effectuate His will.

Some people want you to fail and die.
members want you to give up and cry.

Some family

Struggle creates strength. Rejection causes a new direction. Hate creates new opportunities
for favor. Ordinary is the starting point to becoming remarkable.
Some men give no sympathy but they expect it.
Some men have extreme greed and selfishness and expect others to give to them.
Some men have hearts that are filled with hate but expect others to love them.

The devil hates you but he wants you to love him.
Beautiful America
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There is a place in America where White, Black, Hispanic, and many other races can live
on the same street respectfully. They may have different cultures and still respect each
other.
Mercy favor and grace is the story of my life. So many times I have failed. However, God
always stayed close by my side.
Thoughts
Don’t allow anger to rule your life. Anger is a powerful emotion that builds up within the
soul. It manifests itself with destructive violence or harsh words. Don’t focus on the anger.
Focus on God; think about what He has done in your life.
One day I was so depressed I couldn’t move from my bed. So I prayed and the spirit of
the Lord came upon me to invigorate and reenergize my body and spirit.
When you get to a point where you can enjoy a meal at the same table as your enemy you
have grown.
Hate has nothing to do with race. Race is an excuse to fuel the hate already within one’s
heart.
The frequencies of man are emitted in a frequency range unknown to man. We all emit
energy that others are receptive to; our frequencies are either good or bad.
Don’t allow depression and despair to dictate your destiny. Take control of your life today.
Learn from the past and prepare for the future.

You have to talk to people to get things done. Isolate
yourself from people and deny yourself opportunity.
To be defeated in spirit is to deny your physical body enjoyment of life. The time has come
to rise and stand up. It is no longer the time to wander and want. It’s time to get, and have
what you need and desire, that which is good for you. Elevate your spirit and increase your
opportunity.
God is not done with you yet. I know you are tired. I know you are weary, however you
must keep going. For God’s process is the best process. No man can deny you what God
ultimately has for you.
Emotions put words in order; or cause chaos and disorder.

Life is about enduring, adjusting and adapting.
As I stand, I stand alone with no friends or no family. Only the spirit of God and His angels
surround me for protection. As I journey through this life I will continue to stand. It’s no
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doubt that I will get tired and weak. Nonetheless, with each victory I get stronger. I will
face the next battle, and will never give up nor stop standing.

Control the influence and save the child.
Be careful with whom you lay down with, you might be creating a lifetime of hardship,
trouble and pain. This is caused by one moment of pleasure.
Some people jump from one relationship to another seeking something they will never find.
Spirituality will propel you forward in life while rationality will keep you in one place.

Memories are pictures in our minds, of good and bad
times. Times that made us laugh and times that made us
cry. Time with our loved one’s no longer here. They still
are alive within our memories and the pictures are so
vivid and clear. Although we cannot go back to the past, I
can still view memories of time in my mind.
The value of soul searching


Master your emotions or miss opportunities.



Be careful of the deceit of women and the lies of men.



I am hated by some men. However, I am loved and chosen by God.



Relationships are contingent on current emotions. Change the emotions and the
relationship will change drastically.

When you die, people will remember what you said with
your mouth, and what you did with your hands. Whether
it was good or bad, people will remember. They will also
remember the love or hate that emanated from your heart.
The coldness of people
Look at how the world rejects a beggar. However, they run to give their money to entities
that don’t need it. Nonetheless, a poor woman gives her last dimes to help someone else.
People are people; filled with love and hate. What kind of person are you?
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The pressures of life that we think push us down, actually push us up. If you could just
hold on, and trust God through the journey, you will have the victory in all battles.

In this life you must always be ready for spiritual warfare.
The old woman that had a little but really had a lot.
There was an old woman that was on a fixed income. However, she always gave what she
could to those she met. People could never understand how she could do this. One day
she told them as she gave her money away, that God had blessed her to give it away, and
He always replenished what had been giving away.
When my mother died, my life was never be the same. I am so thankful for the time God
has given to me with her. My mother was a great woman and she showed me what kind
of heart a man should have. God Bless you Mother. RIP

I will always be a soldier for God no matter what happens.
My loyalty is firm. I want to thank you Father for loving
me.
Freedom
I am free
No longer will you laugh at me.
How long will you unrightfully judge me?
I still stand through my treacherous challenges of pain and thorns in my side.
I have left the mess of this world and viewed the other side.
A land with no war, a place with no pain,
where tears are unnecessary and there is no shame.
A place where peace reigns, love, and respect dominate the plain.
I am peace.

SUMMARY
INSPIRATIONS BY LARRY
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Inspirations by Larry are a collection of challenging tests I had to face. God guided me
with words, dreams, and visions in order to live, and preserve my life. I had to learn how
to understand and adjust to issues that we all face as men and women. I am a Christian and
the son of the late Evangelist Ethel Bernice Reeves. She taught me that no matter what
you face in life, trust God. No matter how life challenges you, always keep your faith in
the heavenly Father. I have taken all the challenges of my life to realize that there were
areas in my life that I needed to change and grow, for a better life.

My life was troubled after seeing my mother die of cancer and almost losing my own life
seven times within one year. I had been plagued with a double aneurysm, which was the
beginning phase of almost losing my life several times. After I had been plagued with a
double aneurysm, I had to be rushed into surgery to repair the two ruptured veins in my
brain. Immediately after the veins burst, I began to pray and asked Jesus to spare my life,
not fully understanding what had taken place at that time. I was very dizzy and could only
see electric storms resembling electricity and lightening in my head.

During this year I was also struck with two epileptic seizures that almost cost me my
life. Also, my kidneys had failed and returned to normal. I lost weight rapidly and was
constantly dizzy and sickly. My weight went from 205 (lbs) down to 166(lbs).

Many people I loved and trusted, including family members, were extremely mean and
turned their backs on me. Some of the people who attacked me were people that I had
helped when I was healthy and strong. Nonetheless, I continued to trust God for all my
needs. I learned that no matter how you feel, God is always on time.

God’s hand, mercy, and grace were upon me in and extraordinary way. I constantly
thanked God for His love. I was discharged from the hospital after a 30-day stay. When I
got out of the hospital I asked my father for help. My father responded in a cold manner
and said “I can’t help you”, as he anticipated my death.

Despite the pain and troubles, I continued to trust in God while encouraging others during
this tough process. As I was sick, my family kicked me out of houses and cursed me
out. They tried to do so many dirty things to me as I tried to recover. I just kept my faith
and ignored the negativity. I focused on working for recovery and kept trusting God. The
devil had attacked me with so much torment and afflictions. I have been very grateful
and thankful for God's hedge of protection covering me.
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Through it all, God’s mercy continued to be upon me. The trials God has brought me
through have been remarkable. I have taken all the great lessons of God and put them into
a Website. This is a Website of information and inspiration for all of God’s children.
www.inspirationsbylarry.com is a Website where we all can learn and grow. Where we can
acknowledge how merciful God is.

I hope this information changes your life. In addition, I hope that it opens up your heart to
understanding. Your faith and trust in the one and only true God will take you to the next
level of peace. I hope that you are blessed by this message of faith, trust, change, and
understanding. Please feel free to leave a comment on the webpage at the bottom. Your
comment can testify on how this testimony has helped you understand and look at life from
a different perspective. Thanks again.
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Larry C. Reeves
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THE LATE GREAT EVANGELIST
ETHEL BERNICE REEVES
2/05/1952 - 11/14/2010
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Ethel Bernice Reeves was born in Orville, Alabama, near Selma, on
February 5, 1952. Her parents were Eliza Reeves and Van Green. She
was the 13th of 14 children born to her parents. Ethel attended Hudson
High School in Selma, Alabama.
In October of 1968 at age 16 Ethel, along with her young daughter
Cassandra, moved to Boston, Massachusetts. She obtained her
Switchboard Operators certificate from OIC in Roxbury and worked at
various hospitals in the Boston area including New England Baptist
Hospital, Boston Children's Hospital and Brigham and Women's
Hospital. Ethel also obtained her Paralegal Certificate from Blackstone
School of Law. Although Ethel has an extensive work history, her title
of choice is Evangelist. She was baptized for a second time in her
adulthood in 1987 after joining Straight Gate Apostolic Church in
Dorchester.
Ethel loved the Lord and everyone who knew her could depend on
getting good food and prayer from her. She would feed you spiritually
and physically. She devoted her entire life to loving and nurturing her
five children, grandchildren, and others, always giving the Word of God
to everyone and strengthening their faith.
One of her proudest accomplishments was working for Trinity
Broadcasting Network as a Prayer Warrior in Atlanta, Georgia. She
spoke with numerous individuals and encouraged them with the Word of
God. By God’s grace, Ethel even stopped someone from committing
suicide just by talking to them over the phone. Yes, she was special!
Although Mom had humble beginnings coming from poverty and the
cotton fields of Alabama, she was rich in so many ways. Her spiritual
insight, words of wisdom, and her ability, by the Holy Spirit, to
understand and teach the Word of God rivaled and surpassed some of the
most educated scholars.
She found true joy in talking to people about the Word of God. She has
made an impact in many people’s lives for the Kingdom of God, and she
will be missed dearly.
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GOD IS AMAZING

All of these writings have been composed by Larry C. Reeves Sr. They are only to be used
to encourage and inspire all people. No commercial use without expressed written
permission. The purpose of this material is for individuals or teachers instructing students
or children of God. I am a Christian and I love God.
God has given me great talents and gifts, and I dedicate my life to being the best I can be.
I thank God for sharing with me so I can share with you. If any of the writings have helped
you please leave a comment on the homepage at the bottom. Thank you and may God
Bless you and your family.
All Rights Reserved © Larry C. Reeves Sr. 2015
Website www.inspirationsbylarry.com
Email Address. Inspirationsbylarry@gmail.com
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